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We build reputations of distinctiveness and quality. Our commitment to design and quality 
ensures your reputation rises about the rest.

Choose SUPAWOOD to make your mark on the architectural landscape. Our high-quality, 
innovative architectural linings will elevate your designs, leaving a lasting impression on all who 
encounter them.

With SUPAWOOD, you have the power to leave an indelible mark on the built environment.

Here are three concepts our clients have used to create projects of distinction.
 Curves
 Three-dimensional shapes
 Warmth of natural timber

We know it's not always easy to find a solution that will make your project stand out as 
distinctive and satisfy your client and the project’s performance, compliance and budget needs. 
That's why we customise a large range of ceiling and wall systems to your specifications.
 
If you’re ready to see your vision come to life in the way you want, get started by 
scheduling a free design call with our team.

SCHEDULE A DESIGN CALL

https://share.hsforms.com/1hkrDWqdeSvSqa1Eypq8WrQ3rhhf


INSPIRED CURVES



Canberra Grammar School Snow Concert Hall & Music Centre
Highly-customised SUPACOUSTIC and SUPASLAT finishes premium education space



Penleigh and Essendon Grammar School (PEGS)
Complex curved acoustic ceiling brings design dreams into reality for school hall



THREE-DIMENSIONAL SPACES



Redlynch State College, New Learning Centre
Incredible three-dimensional feature ceiling created for new college learning centre



Knox Grammar School Performing Arts Centre
SUPALINE decorative panels in school theatre meet BCA compliance



WARMTH OF NATURAL TIMBER



Macquarie University Graduation Hall
Breathtaking aesthetics and acoustics achieved with unique custom timber linings



The Glasshouse Performing Arts Centre Auditorium
Custom pattern and twisted SUPACOUSTIC acoustic panels throughout

multi award winning performing arts centre



We know it's not always easy to find a solution that will make your project stand 
out as distinctive and satisfy your client and the project’s performance, 
compliance and budget needs. That's why we customise a large range of ceiling 
and wall systems to your specifications.
 
If you’re ready to see your vision come to life in the way you want, get 
started by scheduling a free design call with our team.

Schedule a Design Call 
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